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  1. Under average conditions, the radish crop matures in:

3–4 weeks

5–6 weeks

1–2 weeks

2. What is the best weather conditions for radish crop to grow faster?

Sunny weather

Rainy weather

Snowy weather

3. Which type of sand is perfect for cultivating radish?

Hard soil

Sandy loams

Clay

4. Which season is good for planting radish?

Early summer

Spring

Autumn

5. What is the minimum pH rate in soil needed for a healthy radish crop?

8.5

6.5
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9.5

6. At which temperature can radish be stored for 2 months?

9 °C

6 °C

0 °C

7. Radishes can be categorized into:

10 main types

4 main types

8 main types

8. Which kind of hybrid radish is giant & white?

Red King

Snow Belle

The April Cross

9. Which one is a winter oilseed radish from Asia?

Daikon

Falikun

Bunny Tail

10. Korean radish is also known as:

Mu

Fu

Lu
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Right answers

  1. Under average conditions, the radish crop matures in:
  3–4 weeks
  2. What is the best weather conditions for radish crop to grow faster?
  Sunny weather
  3. Which type of sand is perfect for cultivating radish?
  Sandy loams
  4. Which season is good for planting radish?
  Autumn
  5. What is the minimum pH rate in soil needed for a healthy radish crop?
  6.5
  6. At which temperature can radish be stored for 2 months?
  0 °C
  7. Radishes can be categorized into:
  4 main types
  8. Which kind of hybrid radish is giant & white?
  The April Cross
  9. Which one is a winter oilseed radish from Asia?
  Daikon
  10. Korean radish is also known as:
  Mu
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